Scavenger Hunt Questions
Fact Sheet

Deadline: ENCOURAGED/OPTIONAL - March 4th, 2015

Description: Scavenger Hunt questions are most often used as a way to prove to teachers that their students attended the event. Many teachers offer extra credit to those students who complete the questions, which can only be answered by attending Spring Fest. Therefore, answers to the questions should be something that can be found VISUALLY in your tent at Spring Fest.

Examples include:
- Attached to the front post of the Agricultural Economics tent there is a picture of a barn with a rooster. What color is the barn? A. Red; B. Blue; C. Green; D There is no barn (The answer is A)
- Which of the following topics is NOT studied in the Department of Foods and Nutrition in the College of Consumer and Family Sciences? A. osteoporosis; B. body composition; C. cardiovascular disease; D. nuclear energy (The answer is D)

Submission information:
Please submit two multiple choice questions by the above deadline. Since many of our exhibitors only participate on Saturday, two different quizzes will be made. One will have 1-2 questions from everyone, and the other will have 1-2 questions with only the exhibitors who will be present on Sunday. Be sure to include the answer! These will be posted online after Spring Fest.